Editorial

Memories Frozen in Time

By Matt Murphy

IN reviewing the book “Atlas of Cork City” (p. 18), I was struck by the chapters on “Weather and Natural Disasters” and “Floodings in the City” and the many hardships weather and natural forces have created for the city over the centuries. The effects of the Little Ice Age must have been harrowing. This was a period of climate change that began in the 1400s and continued until the 1850s, bringing colder winters to part of Europe and to North America. During the height of the Little Ice Age in America, New Yorkers could walk across the harbour from Manhattan to Staten Island. Most of the rivers in Europe, including the Thames, froze as did the Baltic Sea. Cork was badly hit by these freezing conditions and the subsequent shortage of food, caused by the freezing conditions and a reduced growing season. Temperatures reached their lowest in the late 18th century and early 19th century and diseases and starvation claimed over 350,000 lives throughout the country. It is hard to imagine how hard it must have been for people throughout the country during this time. There was no central heating, housing conditions were appalling in most cases and even clothing would have been nothing like the modern materials we have today to keep warm.

Growing up in Cork City in the 1940s, the climate then was nothing like that of the Little Ice Age. We would have lived a far more comfortable life than those of the 18th and 19th century. Though central heating, cooking and heating conditions were still very basic, we did have hot water and did not want for the basic comforts in life. Winters seemed harsher then than they do now and snow seemed to come nearly every winter.

Going to school then or indeed out of doors was a chore in those days. We regularly watched our house we used to put old socks over the boots to keep our toes warm. I enclose cheque/postal order to the sum of
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SANDERLINGS

The Duracell “Sea Mice”

By Oscar Merne

FIRST, my title may need a little explanation... The term “sea mice” has been used colloquially to describe a variety of small grey waders, foraging busily on the shore, slightly reminiscent of scuttling Mus musculus. The advertisements for Duracell batteries emphasise the high energy and long-lasting virtues of these: two things which seem to fit the Sanderlings, especially when they are hurrying about in the wave-wash zone picking up tiny food items.

In Ireland, in autumn, winter and spring, when the Sanderlings are away from their breeding grounds, most of the birds look almost completely white, though their backs are in fact pale grey. Otherwise, they have medium-length black bills and legs. However, late in the spring and early in the autumn, small numbers of adult birds are seen in their breeding plumage: reddish heads and backs that are a mix of black, brown and reddish feathers that provide much loved by these little waders.

We have good recent information on the migration of another small wader, the Turnstone (see Sherkin Comment No. 50), using data-loggers, but so far only traditional ringing and colour-ringing have been used on Sanderlings, and so there is little detailed information on routes, long-haul migrations, staging areas etc. Sanderlings, at 20-21 cm long with a wing-span of 35-39 cm and weight of 33-110 g, are smaller than Turnstones (26 cm long, wing-span of 50-57 cm and weight 84-190 g), which limits the use of electronic tracking technology at the moment. But miniaturisation (and therefore hardware weight) is advancing apace, and it can only be a short while before it will be safe to use the technology on the smallest waders.

Actually, Sanderlings are not the smallest northern hemisphere waders that migrate all the way to the land limits of the southern hemisphere. The Old World Stints (Little, Temminck’s, Red-necked, and Long-toed), and the New World “peeps” (Western, Semi-palmated and Least Sandpipers), do so too. So, next time you are flying in a comfortable jet to southern South America, or South Africa, or Australia or New Zealand, as I have done, at 900-1,000 kph, think of the flocks of tiny waders that routinely make the journey from the high Arctic to these non-breeding areas at the other side of the globe – on their own wings and using their own fat reserves – and have been doing so for thousands of years. Nature is truly awesome!

Oscar Merne retired from Ireland’s National Parks & Wildlife Service in January 2004. Before he died in January 2013, Oscar wrote a number of articles for Sherkin Comment to be published in future issues.

A Beginner’s Guide to Ireland’s Seashore at €7.00 (plus p&p €1.00)
A Beginner’s Guide to Ireland’s Wild Flowers at €7.50 (plus p&p €1.00)

See page 29 for details
IN an incident, two fishermen were found to have died in their boat while it was moored in a harbour in the North of England. The subsequent post-mortem concluded that their deaths were due to poisoning by carbon monoxide fumes emanating from the boat’s engine. Unfortunately, incidents like this are far too common, yet many are avoidable.

When any carbon-based fuel, whether coal, oil or natural gas is burned, the main combustion products are carbon dioxide and water.

\[
\text{C + O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CO}_2
\]

While carbon dioxide may be responsible for global warming, it is not toxic. Each molecule consists of a single carbon atom combined with two of oxygen. If the supply of oxygen is limited in any way, then there may be insufficient to burn the fuel completely. In this case, the highly toxic carbon monoxide may be formed, in which each carbon atom is combined with only one of oxygen.

\[
2\text{C} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{CO}
\]

In normal respiration, the oxygen breathed into the lungs combines with haemoglobin, the red pigment in the blood, and is carried around the body to where it is needed to burn food and produce energy. If carbon monoxide is breathed in it combines with haemoglobin in the same way as does oxygen, but it is not easily released. The blood gradually fills up with carbon monoxide until it can no longer carry sufficient oxygen. An atmospheric concentration of as little as 1% is enough to replace 50% of the blood’s oxygen-carrying capacity, and can cause death within an hour.

Blood that is saturated with carbon monoxide turns a brighter red colour, with the result that the first clue to poisoning is an unnaturally pink tint to the victim’s flesh. Indeed a chemical test once used to identify the gas involved shaking it with ox blood, presumably obtained from a butcher, and observing the brightening change of colour.

In coal mines throughout the world, explosions are sometimes caused by a build-up of inflammable gases such as methane and hydrogen sulphide, as well as tiny coal dust particles. Because these explosions occur in an environment with a limited supply of air, one of the products in the resulting mixture, referred to by miners as ‘afterdamp’, is usually carbon monoxide. This often causes the deaths of miners who have survived the initial explosion, and may indeed be responsible for more deaths than the explosion itself.

Carbon monoxide is likely to be produced in significant quantities if a car engine is run in a closed garage, or if a fuel is burned in a poorly ventilated space, such as a caravan with its windows and doors closed. One of the worst cases occurred in Italy, when a train broke down in a tunnel, and more than 500 passengers died of carbon monoxide poisoning.

The build-up of carbon monoxide around heavy traffic may cause drowsiness in car drivers and thus be responsible for some road accidents. The use of catalytic converters in modern cars minimises this problem by allowing the carbon monoxide to react with nitrogen oxides to form nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

\[
4\text{CO} + 2\text{NO}_2 \rightarrow 4\text{CO}_2 + \text{N}_2
\]

In a solid fuel fire, the presence of carbon monoxide is often indicated by a blue flame at the back of the fire, caused by the gas burning safely to form carbon dioxide. Prior to the introduction of methane (natural gas), domestic gas was made from coal. This coal gas, sometimes referred to as town gas, contained almost 10% carbon monoxide, so that leaks almost invariably proved fatal. From that viewpoint, methane is much safer, being non-toxic, though like coal gas, it may still explode if it comes into contact with a naked flame.

However, methane requires four times the amount of oxygen for complete combustion as does an equivalent volume of coal gas. This means that a room heated by a gas-fired appliance needs to be very well ventilated. Such appliances must also be regularly serviced and maintained to allow efficient burning of the methane. A small, inexpensive carbon monoxide detector placed in a suitable position near an appliance is a good investment that may well save lives. Unfortunately, there will always be cases where these precautions are not met, and this silent, and scarcely detectable killer will kill again.

**Anthony Toole, 65, Cheswick Drive, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 5DW, U.K. E: anthonytoole@gmail.com http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/anthonytoole**
By Ken Whelan

OVER the past two decades or more issues relating to the marine survival of Atlantic salmon have dominated the concerns of fishery managers. During that time the seas in the north-east Atlantic have shifted to a warmer regime that has seen marked changes in the composition and production of plankton and resulted in reduced salmon abundance. Forty to fifty years ago there would have been some 8 million Atlantic salmon at sea but we are now looking at an overall stock of some 3 million fish or less.

The drivers of this decline are complex and regardless of the efforts made to reduce harvest levels by nets and rods, to enhance habitat and to protect the salmon’s freshwater environment, return rates from the ocean have stayed stubbornly low. This has happened despite the fact that catches of salmon have been greatly curtailed, dropping from around 12,000 tonnes in the 60s to their current levels of around 1,500 tonnes.

It is now clear that our seas are changing rapidly and that the impacts of climate change are cascading down through the marine trophic levels of the world’s oceans. The abundance of salmon mustering at sea (so called pre-fishery abundance levels), prior to their arrival in freshwater, has dropped by 66% in the case of southern European grilse and by a staggering 81% for the larger, multi-sea winter salmon. While valiant efforts to eliminate or curtail the major commercial fisheries have doubtless resulted in much improved escapement into freshwater, bolstering spawning stocks, and in some year’s rod catches, the overall marine survival of salmon has remained low. Perversely this improvement in adults to the spawning beds has often masked the true story at sea.

The survival of salmon smolts at sea is regulated by a complex and varied array of interacting factors: predation, changes in the marine environment and food availability immediately spring to mind. Continuously monitored index systems, such as the Bush (County Antrim) and Burreishoole (County Mayo), have seen the survival of smolts drop from an average of 15% to less than 10%. In more recent years survival rates have struggled to reach 8% and at times have dipped to 5%. Losing 95% of a river’s output at sea is unprecedented and indicates ocean-wide changes which are impairing the smolts’ ability to feed and grow at sea. However, far more subtle synergistic forces may also be at work and changes over time in competition rates for food with sister species at sea, increases in the incidence of parasite loadings from poorly sited marine aquaculture facilities and the impacts of the marine commercial fisheries doubtless all exact a further toll.

Research over the past decade has, for the first time, given us a clear insight into the migration and distribution patterns of salmon at sea. Migration models have provided us with detailed information on the overall migration routes of young post-smolts from southern Europe, as they move northwards along the shelf edge. Genetic markers for regional salmon stocks and indeed in some cases for individual riverine stocks are currently available. These will allow us to assemble maps of specific salmon migration corridors in the ocean and ensure that these receive the level of protection currently afforded to other marine based Scientific Areas of Conservation (SACs). The current concept of an SAC for anadromous stocks which ends in saltwater, is obviously flawed, by their very nature such stocks traverses freshwater, estuaries, bays and indeed the high seas. To ensure optimum recruitment to the marine feeding grounds and safe passage for the returning adults, we must do everything we can to shepherd and protect our salmon stocks at sea, particularly the vulnerable post-smolts. Designation of specific Marine Protected Areas for salmon must go hand in hand with our increasing knowledge of their migration corridors.

From a management perspective it is vitally important that every effort is made to boost wild smolt numbers in fresh water. This is the only component of the salmon’s complex life history where managers can take direct action to mitigate the losses at sea. To date great progress has been made in improve water quality and initiatives to address connectivity though the removal of dams and other fish passage issues are well under way. We have long talked about the impacts from forestry, pollution, aquaculture in the marine and freshwater environments, and perhaps in the past believed that we had the luxury of time to deal with these issues. In the face of what we now know about the unprecedented risks facing our wild salmon stocks taking urgent management is no longer a choice - it is an imperative.

Ken Whelan is a former Director with the Marine Institute, and is now Research Director with the Atlantic Salmon Trust (www.atlanticsalmontrust.org), an Adjunct Professor in UCD (www.ucd.ie/koen/welc) and runs his own fisheries and environmental consultancy (www.kenwhelan.info). He is also working on a new film covering the life of salmon at sea, which is due for transmission in early 2015 (www.atlanticsalmonlostatsea.net). His recently published book on sea-trout, with Chris McCully: Nomads of the Tides: Fishing for Irish Sea-trout, has received excellent reviews and is a must for anybody with an interest in this enigmatic creature - http://www.mediarpress.com/8166-Fishing-Books-Nomads-of-the-Tides_by_McCully—Whelan.html.

By Daphne Pochin Mould

FOR centuries “hot gospellers” at fair grounds have tried to frighten us with the fear of God, the Wrath to come. For centuries “hot gospellers” in their efforts to do much the same with our old sins, when for a really cleaner world, they would better have given up their coal fires and smoking factory chimneys. For human ignorance, thoughtlessness if you like, is making a certain end of the extraordinary planet on which we live. Years of careful research have given us the facts we need, rainfall, temperatures, pressures, wind speeds, the life history of storms and of those mighty storms that sweep round the world, building up great waves that surge inland and over little islands. Winds and water are immensely powerful - gentle breeze and soft tipples become like the hammer of Thor, Norse God of thunder, all-powerful. Their results has left our home-lands looking like patches of lands looking like patches of carpet of which all the edges have been chewed and torn by a huge litter of gigantic poppies. Could we reverse or halt the process by united international action? It would be needed for a long while and people being what they are, I do not seeing it happening. Consider the present bloody battles around the world and all the killing factions who want to murder men rather than brother peace. How hard was it to get the north and south in Ireland to agree?

Human beings, like birds of prey seem born with a kill or fight instinct. The hero with sword in hand is their inspiration, they love weapons, colourful uniforms, armour and power over armies, gaining territory and more power. These traits are not what friendship and working together are built on. You will not find Chinese people (or another folk) willing to give up their cars and all the comforts of modern life to let the sun shine on their capital city again. Removing the black ball of smog that lies over it now would allow a pilot to fly in its airport with instrument read outs alone rather than only see the ground when landed and stepping onto it. As we are making the air dirtier and the sea is getting bigger with melting glaciers and iced sheets, water is evaporating, breeding clouds and rain, rising air and thunder storms. Could we stop it? Perhaps we will with our present short-term greener ways. So our wonderful world of life and beauty and variety, with bird songs and butterflies and bees, will end as a dried ball of hard and variegated rocks spinning on its own round and round the sun. All book learning and art will be gone back to the sun. Some old stone buildings might survive but there will be no one to wonder what they mean or how they came into existence.

We have enough to be going on with the facts and figures about our planet. Rainfall, atmospheric pressures, wind speeds, hurricanes and tornadoes, ice ages and the behaviour of ice. Aviation and flying has made us much more aware of the air and the different currents at various levels ending up at the poles with high speed arctic winds. Some of these wind have recently come lower than usual driving a much faster breeze down on us. Meteorologists and anyone interested can glean much from this and build theories of global warming, which unhappily seem to be taking place. It looks like there will be more desert and more storms and wind. The seasons will be longer or shorter, upsetting the old regular inter-locking patterns of breeding, raising young and sowing and harvest times will all be altered, not necessarily for the better. Our minds do not easily picture a world of racing electric particles, the Higgs Bosun colliding and matter and substances being formed or particles whirling in space becoming in the end the rocky skeleton we call Earth.

Humans arrival does not seem very good for the health of the planet. He began with fire, putting black smoke into the capital cities again. Removing the black ball of smog that lies over it now would allow a pilot to fly in its airport with instrument read outs alone rather than only see the ground when landed and stepping onto it. As we are making the air dirtier and the sea is getting bigger with melting glaciers and iced sheets, water is evaporating, breeding clouds and rain, rising air and thunder storms. Could we stop it? Perhaps we will with our present short-term greener ways. So our wonderful world of life and beauty and variety, with bird songs and butterflies and bees, will end as a dried ball of hard and variegated rocks spinning on its own round and round the sun. All book learning and art will be gone back to the sun. Some old stone buildings might survive but there will be no one to wonder what they mean or how they came into existence.

We have enough to be going on with the facts and figures about our planet. Rainfall, atmospheric pressures, wind speeds, hurricanes and tornadoes, ice ages and the behaviour of ice. Aviation and flying has made us much more aware of the air and the different currents at various levels ending up at the poles with high speed arctic winds. Some of these wind have recently come lower than usual driving a much faster breeze down on us. Meteorologists and anyone interested can glean much from this and build theories of global warming, which unhappily seem to be taking place. It looks like there will be more desert and more storms and wind. The seasons will be longer or shorter, upsetting the old regular inter-locking patterns of breeding, raising young and sowing and harvest times will all be altered, not necessarily for the better. Our minds do not easily picture a world of racing electric particles, the Higgs Bosun colliding and matter and substances being formed or particles whirling in space becoming in the end the rocky skeleton we call Earth.
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We have enough to be going on with the facts and figures about our planet. Rainfall, atmospheric pressures, wind speeds, hurricanes and tornadoes, ice ages and the behaviour of ice. Aviation and flying has made us much more aware of the air and the different currents at various levels ending up at the poles with high speed arctic winds. Some of these wind have recently come lower than usual driving a much faster breeze down on us. Meteorologists and anyone interested can glean much from this and build theories of global warming, which unhappily seem to be taking place. It looks like there will be more desert and more storms and wind. The seasons will be longer or shorter, upsetting the old regular inter-locking patterns of breeding, raising young and sowing and harvest times will all be altered, not necessarily for the better. Our minds do not easily picture a world of racing electric particles, the Higgs Bosun colliding and matter and substances being formed or particles whirling in space becoming in the end the rocky skeleton we call Earth.
Ceratioid Anglerfishes (Lophiiformes: Ceratioidei) in Irish Waters

By Declan T. Quigley

NO place on earth can compete with the enormity of physical and biological constraints imposed on life in deep oceanic mid-waters. With temperatures near freezing, the absence of solar radiation, enormous pressures from the weight of water above, and biomass so low that meals are few and far between, it is inconceivable that animals could occupy this vast and forbidding habitat. Yet fishes are there in surprising profusion, having adapted to these extreme limitations in a host of bizarre and unpredictable ways. Few groups, however, are as prolific and spectacular as the deep-sea Ceratioid Anglerfishes.

Ceratioid Anglerfishes (Sub-Order Ceratioidei) belong to a large Order of teleost fishes known as the Lophiiformes (represented by at least 323 living species), nearly all of which share a peculiar and unique mode of feeding characterized by the structure of the dorsal fin spine (illicium) which is situated on the tip of the snout and modified to serve as a luring apparatus (esca) to attract prey. The shape and morphology of the esca is an important feature used in identifying anglerfish species. With at least 160 species (represented by 11 families) currently known worldwide, the Ceratioids constitute by far the most species-rich vertebrate taxon within the bathy-pelagic zone (depths >300m). At least 44 species have been recorded from the NE Atlantic, including 11 from Irish waters (Table 1).

Ceratioid Anglerfishes are exceeding wide-spread geographically, occurring in deep waters of all major oceans and seas of the world, from high Arctic latitudes to the Southern Ocean. While some species appear to be almost cosmopolitan in distribution, many others appear to have small, restricted vertical and horizontal ranges. Ceratioid anglerfishes are ecologically important due to their relative abundance, high species diversity, and trophic position as top primary carnivores in meso- and bathypelagic communities.

Ceratioid Anglerfishes differ remarkably from their bottom-living Lophiform relatives (e.g. the commercially important Anglerfish or Monkfish Lophius piscatorius & L. budaeus) by having an extreme sexual dimorphism and a unique mode of reproduction in which the males are dwarfed. For example, the free-living adult males of some Linophryniids measure only 6-10 mm (SL) and represent one of the world’s smallest mature vertebrates. Mature males attach themselves, either temporarily or permanently, to the bodies of relatively gigantic females. For example, in the Kroyer’s Deep-Sea Anglerfish (Ceratias holboelli), females may be more than 60 times the length and about half a million times as heavy as the males. The males lack the luring apparatus, and in most species they are equipped with large well-developed eyes and huge nostrils which are apparently used for homing in on a female-emitted, species-specific chemical attractant. The normal jaw teeth of males are lost during metamorphosis but are replaced by a set of pincher-like denticles at the anterior tips of the jaws for grasping and holding fast to a prospective mate. In some species, attachment is followed by fusion of epidermal and dermal tissues and eventually by an apparent connection of the circulatory systems so that the male becomes permanently dependent on the female for blood-transported nutrients (the male effectively becomes a sexual parasite), while the host female becomes a kind of self-fertilizing hermaphrodite. In some species, as many as 8 males may be attached to a single female. The physiological mechanisms (endocrinological and immunological) that allow for sexual parasitism could have significant biomedical importance (Pietsch, 2009).

Kroyer’s Deep-Sea Anglerfish (Ceratias holboelli)

Kroyer’s Deep-Sea Anglerfish is found, albeit sparsely, in all oceans except the Mediterranean Sea. Although only three specimens (2 females & 1 unattached male) have been reported from Irish waters (from depths of 1000-1400 m off SW coast & Porcupine Bank), the species has been frequently recorded from depths <500 m in Icelandic waters. It is the largest of the Ceratioids and the only species known to exceed 100 cm (TL). The largest recorded female, measuring 125 cm (TL) was taken in Icelandic waters. The largest known free-living and parasitic males measured 1.3 and 11.8 mm (SL) respectively (Quigley et al., 2005).

Atlantic Football Fish (Himantolophus groenlandicus)
The Atlantic Football Fish is widely distributed throughout the NE, NW and SE Atlantic and possibly in the W Indian Ocean. However, the species has not been recorded from either the Mediterranean Sea or SW Atlantic. Although only two specimens (both adult females) have been reported from Irish waters (off W & SW coast), adult females have been frequently recorded from Icelandic waters, often from relatively shallow depths (30-300 m). The maximum length (SL) attained by females and males, which are non-parasitic, is c. 61.0 cm and 4.0 cm respectively (Quigley & Flannery, 1997).
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Table 1. Deep-Water Ceratioid Anglerfishes recorded from Irish EEC Waters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Common Name</th>
<th>Scientific Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceratidae</td>
<td>Kerney’s Deep-Sea Anglerfish</td>
<td>Ceratias holboelli Kroyer, 1845</td>
<td>Quigley et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himantolophidae</td>
<td>Atlantic Football Fish</td>
<td>Himantolophus groenlandicus Reinhardt, 1837</td>
<td>Quigley &amp; Flannery (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophiidae</td>
<td>Atlantic Football Fish</td>
<td>Lophiiformes</td>
<td>Quigley &amp; Flannery (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanocetidae</td>
<td>Can-Openers</td>
<td>Chaenophryne longiceps</td>
<td>Quigley &amp; Flannery (1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Environmental Legacy of the War in Vietnam

By Walter Mugdan

July, 2014

The Vietnam War casts a long shadow: in Asia, of course, but in America as well. The human toll was frightful — over a million Vietnamese dead, along with 50,000 Americans, and millions more wounded physically and emotionally.

The war also left a bitter chemical legacy in the bodies of civilians and combatants alike. Much of the combat took place in densely forested terrain, so the South Vietnamese military asked its American ally to employ herbicide warfare — chemical defoliants — to clear the jungle canopy and expose the enemy soldiers hidden below. The herbicide of choice was Agent Orange, so named because it was shipped in orange-striped drums. It was a mixture of two other herbicides with the obscure chemical names 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T. And it was contaminated with an extraordinarily toxic waste byproduct known as TCDD, a species of dioxin. Dioxins are among the most hazardous compounds known, and TCDD is one of the worst of the dioxins.

Agent Orange, so named because it was shipped in orange-striped drums, left a bitter chemical legacy.

The South Vietnamese and U.S. were not the first to use Agent Orange in a military conflict. That distinction lies with the British, who used the defoliant during the 1950s in the so-called Malayan Emergency, an anti-colonialist uprising. But American use of the herbicide was far more extensive. From 1961 to 1971 the U.S. sprayed nearly 20 million gallons of the poisonous stuff over large swaths of Vietnam. Vietnam estimates nearly 5 million people were exposed to Agent Orange, killing nearly half a million and resulting in half a million children born with birth defects including cleft palate and other physical and mental disabilities. Women experienced elevated rates of miscarriages and stillbirths; and during the 1970s many were found to have high levels of dioxin in their breast milk. The Vietnam Red Cross estimates that a million people have health problems related to Agent Orange. While some of these estimates may be high, there can be no dispute that the toll was terrible indeed.

American soldiers were also exposed to the poison. Like their Vietnamese counterparts, U.S. veterans have experienced increased rates of cancer, and nerve, respiratory and other disorders. The dioxin that contaminated Agent Orange is believed to be responsible for this harvest of disease and disability. It fouled the land where Agent Orange was sprayed, and often the land near the factories where it was concocted. Nine companies made Agent Orange for the U.S. government. One of these, the Diamond Alkali Company, had a factory located in the heart of Newark, New Jersey, on the banks of the Passaic River. This river has a long and storied history — it is arguably the birthplace of North America’s Industrial Revolution. By the 20th Century scores of factories lined its shores, particularly in the lower reaches near where it empties into Newark Bay (part of the Port of New York and New Jersey). The factories brought prosperity, but left behind a wide range of toxic wastes.

Housekeeping at these factories was generally abysmal by today’s standards. The Passaic River, like so many other water bodies around the world, was used as an open sewer for the disposal of both industrial and human wastes. The Diamond Alkali factory was probably no worse in this regard than numerous others, but its chief waste product — dioxin — was very much worse. For most hazardous chemicals the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identifies levels of concern in terms of “parts per million” or “parts per billion.” For dioxin, levels of concern are expressed in “parts per trillion” (PPT). One PPT is very small indeed: it is equivalent to a single second in time during a period of 30,000 years.

Agent Orange was never sold commercially — it was used exclusively for military purposes, and in the U.S. those ends used by 1971. But dioxin, like many other toxic chemicals, can linger for centuries in the earth and in the sediments beneath the waterways into which the poison was dumped. That’s what happened in the Passaic River.

Dioxin and many of the other contaminants in the Passaic adhere mostly to the fine particles of silt that constitute the mud on the river bottom. The Lower Passaic River is tidal, so contaminants that entered the river at certain spot didn’t just flow downstream, but also moved upstream on each incoming tide. For humans, the health risks come primarily from eating fish and crabs caught in the river; these carry a dangerous burden of dioxin, PCBs, mercury, and other toxins. A surprisingly large number of people consume such fish and crabs, despite Health Department warnings against eating anything caught there. In the 1960s, when Diamond Alkali was producing Agent Orange, the Passaic River was much deeper than its “natural” state. For decades it had been dredged to accommodate commercial navigation. But by the 1970s — just when the ongoing discharge of dioxin from the Diamond Alkali factory was ending — the dredging of the river also came to an end. This was due both to a decline in commercial shipping and later, when the contamination was recognized, the vastly increased cost of getting rid of the toxic mud.

Once maintenance dredging ended the Passaic River filled up again; by the late 1970s it had returned to its “natural” depth. The new sediments that came in were cleaner than the heavily contaminated mud near the bottom of the former shipping channel, but they were by no means clean. Today, the sediments near the surface have an average dioxin concentration of around 400 PPT — far above the 10 PPT that EPA estimates would result in tolerable levels of contaminants in the fish and crabs. The sediments 10 to 12 feet deeper, at the bottom of the former shipping channel, are much “hotter” with up to a million parts per trillion of dioxin! Fortunately, these deep sediments are effectively “sequestered.” That means their toxic load can’t get into the food chain. Only the top six inches of sediments are in the “bioactive” zone — that’s where the worms and crustaceans live that become the food for the larger creatures like fish and crabs, which themselves become food for animals like herons, ospreys and humans.

In April, 2014 the U.S. EPA proposed a cleanup plan for the lower eight miles of the Passaic River. The proposal calls for removal of 4.3 million cubic yards of toxic sediment — one of the largest environmental dredging projects in the world, with an estimated price tag of $1.7 billion, the most expensive such cleanup ever proposed. Under what’s known as the “Superfund” law in the U.S., the costs of this cleanup will be borne by the companies who created the problem, or their corporate descendants. For example, the Diamond Alkali Company was sold to another company which was later sold to another company and still later to yet another company, and so on. Today, five or six corporate generations later, it is the Occidental Chemical Company that bears legal responsibility, despite the passage of more than forty years since its predecessor ceased making Agent Orange and thoughtlessly dumping dioxin in the river. EPA expects to finalize its cleanup decision in 2015; the work itself will take another decade or more.

The ecological echoes from the manufacture and spraying of Agent Orange continue to reverberate harshly across the years — primarily in Vietnam, of course; but also in America where the foul poison was concocted.

1 Walter Mugdan is Director of the Division of Emergency & Remedial Response, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 2, New York City. New York, U.S.A. Any opinions expressed in this article are his own, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. EPA.
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Institutional investors demand cleaner policies on climate change

By Alex Kirby

Who does more to try to tackle climate change: governments or business? A question as general as that probably deserves a dusty answer. But there are growing signs that business - economic movers and shakers, industrialists and also investors - are ready to act. All they’re waiting for, in many cases, is a lead by the politicians.

Some evidence for this emerged in late October at the negotiations in Brussels on the European Union’s new climate and energy policy. These were always likely to be difficult. The 28 members span a wide range of opportunities, ambitions and ideologies.

The European Commission’s 2030 policy framework on climate and energy they were there to discuss had two key elements: a binding agreement to cut overall EU CO2 emissions by 40% over 1990 levels by 2030. Achieving savings of at least 30% in energy efficiency across the EU, also by 2030. Other elements included a bigger role for renewables, the reform of the EU’s Emissions Trading System, and the phasing out of subsidies for the European coal industry - a particular concern for Poland, dependent on coal for around 90% of its electricity and employing 100,000 people in the industry.

The policy, in the long term, is ambitious: transforming the continent’s energy system and its economy by decarbonising them. The plan is to cut the bloc’s greenhouse emissions by between 80% and 90% by 2050.

Despite the reservations of several governments, business leaders - and scientists, who argued the plan offered too little, too late to be a realistic response to the planet’s growing climatic instability - many of Europe’s biggest corporations, frustrated by frequent changes in policy and by political interference, urged governments to act more robustly.

An open letter by nearly 60 leading EU businesses and organisations said: “We remain increasingly concerned at the costs, risks and impacts associated with delayed action on climate change on our markets, supply chains, resources costs, and upon society as a whole.”

The signatories, who together employ 4.5 million people, include Tesco, Unilever, Coca-Cola, and Shell. (Shell does seem to like to run with the hare but hunt with the hounds on climate change. It acknowledges the scientists’ case that the issue is serious and urgent, acknowledges that a global agreement is needed, but says it will continue to sell oil anyway.)

In the event the EU agreed a target of reducing greenhouse gases by “at least” 40% by 2030 (compared with 1990), and of increasing the share of renewable energy and energy efficiency by 27%.

One of the signatories of the open letter was the Climate Group, a non-profit organisation which works for a low-carbon future. After the Brussels decision the Group’s CEO, Mark Kenber, described parts of the agreement as “disappointing.”

He said: “With a 27% renewable energy target by 2030, Europe set the bar too low to convince investors to move away from fossil fuels and switch to a low carbon economy. The 27% target for energy efficiency improvements, which is only indicative, doesn’t send the right signal and won’t convince businesses to make a step change in energy efficiency investment.”

“The business community was hoping for consistency from policymakers. They don’t have that yet.”

Stephanie Pfeifer, Chief Executive of the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change, which represents over 85 of Europe’s largest investors worth €7 trillion, welcomed the outcome of the meeting as “an important first step to restoring investor confidence in the EU’s vision for a low-carbon energy future.” She added: “Plans for reform of the Emissions Trading Scheme have been long-awaited and the establishment of a reserve mechanism which can support a strong carbon price is a welcome move. However, investors would like more clarity on how the reserve mechanism will bring about a meaningful carbon price over the long-term.”

The verdict from the Climate Markets & Investment Association, a climate trade body, was pithy: “OK for today, but investors need more clarity.” Welcoming the agreement as “a landmark achievement”, it added: “...we feel that the EU could do more to promote a low-carbon economy, today, driving innovation and ensuring sustainable modes of employment and economic growth.

“We feel that a stronger target now would keep Europe on a climate-resilient pathway target that will allow it to achieve the promised minimum target of an 80% reduction by 2050.”

So the verdict from business, and from the increasingly vocal investor lobby, could perhaps be summed up as “so far so good, but we need more - and fast.” And there’s the rub: how long do governments have to make the switch the scientists say is needed, while still keeping the lights on? The United Kingdom is already feeling a frisson of unease at the possibility of power cuts this winter, brought on by an assortment of problems with its nuclear power stations, a string of fires at some of its thermal plants, and the fact that EU regulations have meant the decommissioning of others.

There is a strong argument (even if Shell seems not to have grasped it yet) which says that most oil and gas reserves will be unburnable “frozen assets” when the world finally agrees effective and enforceable greenhouse emissions cuts. So, the argument runs, investors should get out of fossil fuels as fast as they can.

Professor Chris Rapley, a highly respected environmental thinker, is a former director of the British Antarctic Survey and of the Science Museum in London. He thinks the argument is more complex. Criticising a campaign by Greenpeace against Shell’s plans to drill for oil in the Arctic, he said recently: “It is all too easy to demonise the oil companies, but demanding this kind of disengagement is just too simplistic. It’s also hypocritical because we wouldn’t be able to live the lives we take for granted without the supply of energy these companies provide us.”

Alex Kirby is a founder editor of the Climate News Network. www.climatenewsnetwork.net
CONSERVING OUR EEL STOCKS

By Ciaran Byrne

AROUND for millions of years and with the first evidence of being fished to eat almost 5,000 years before the birth of Christ, Greek philosophers wrote about them, Egyptians worshipped them (sort of), Romans over indulged in them, they were the food of kings and indeed some suffered from eating too many of them. They were a staple food of indigenous peoples living anywhere within reach of water, rivers, lakes or estuaries. They were part of the staple diet of the monastic societies in early Christian Ireland and many of the oldest eel fishing weirs are associated with such religious sites.

Thus the eel is a creature which is imbedded in our culture since time immemorial. Despite this the European eel (Anguilla anguilla) is still a somewhat elusive species, the exact location of their breeding ground is unknown, and only relatively recently did we get a good understanding of the migration paths of the juvenile stage the leptcephalus, which by all accounts migrates passively across the Atlantic ocean with the prevailing currents. Thus it is not a huge surprise to learn that they are a pantamic European stock which means, unlike salmon which return to spawn in their natal river and where the stocks in neighbouring rivers can be genetically distinct, the eel stock from northern Morocco right up to Northern Norway are genetically identical. In zoological terms they are a catadromous species, which means they complete much of their life in freshwater but migrate to sea, the Sargasso Sea, to breed. Again the opposite of our equally iconic salmon species which are anadromous, and complete a portion of their life cycle in seawater before returning to freshwater to breed. You can in certain circumstance have the two species crossing each other in the rivers and estuaries in Ireland, with the eel migrating out to sea as a silver eel, and the salmon migrating into freshwater as a late returning grilse or salmon.

We know, unsurprisingly, that the growth rate of eels is very much related to the external environment and that the growth rates of eels in the warmer Mediterranean countries is considerably higher than that of eels in the colder Nordic countries thus the age at migration of an eel from Morocco is considerably younger than its Scandinavian counterpart. Even in Ireland there is evidence of differential growth rates of eel populations with the eels in some of our shallower more productive, limestone lakes demonstrating considerably higher growth rates than eels found in the acidic upland oligotrophic lakes of Connemara. However the news is not good for eel populations throughout Europe. There has been a collapse of the population and this is evidenced by the significant reduction in the amount of juvenile eels returning to our shores from the Sargasso Sea. In 2008 it was estimated that this reduction in juveniles was in the order of 95% of historic levels. So significant was the collapse the EU introduced a regulation (Council Regulation No 1100/2007) to put in place measures for the recovery of the stock of eels. Put simply the significance of a regulation is that the EU prescribes the measures required, as against a directive which is transposed into national law and the country has some say on how the targets contained in the directive could be met. In the case of eels the regulation required member states to put in place an eel management plan by the 1st of July 2009 the objective of which is “to reduce anthropogenic mortalities so as to permit with high probability the escapement to the sea of at least 40% of the silver eel biomass relative to the best estimate of escapement that would have existed if no anthropogenic influences had impacted the stock”. What this means is that the plan will require 4kg of eels to escape (40%) for every 10kg which would have escaped if people didn’t kill or stop any migrating and the number of juveniles coming into the water was as high as it ever was. It is not a 40% reduction in catch, or in the fishery, nor is it that we need to let only 40% of our silver eels escape.

Following a series of public consultation and stakeholder meetings four main management measures were adopted for the Irish eel management plan and they are; a cessation of the commercial eel fishery and closure of the market; mitigation of the impact of hydropower, including a comprehensive trap and transport plan to be funded by the ESB; ensure upstream migration of juvenile eel at barriers; improvement of water quality. A huge amount of work has been done on the research and management side to ensure Ireland adheres to the targets in the management plans and the reports to date can be seen on the Inland Fisheries Ireland website (www.fisheriesireland.ie). The eel management plans are reviewed on a rolling three year cycle and Ireland’s plan was first reviewed in 2012 and will be reviewed again in 2015. While there has been some slight improvement in the return of juveniles in the last two years the overall percent-ages are tiny. It is estimated that recruitment has increased from 5 to 10% of historic levels however this still leaves a very ‘big hill to climb’. The exact size of this hill is best described in the context of the eels lifecycle. Juvenile eels which came into our system will migrate as silver eels at approximately 20 years old (ranging from 5 to 25+). Thus juvenile eels which came into Irish rivers and lakes in 1994 when Jack’s Army were in full swing at the World Cup in the USA will migrate as silver eels this year, however since that time there has been a 90 -95% reduction in the number of juveniles coming into our systems. Thus given the time lag of 20 years there is every possibility that silver eel migration will fall off the edge of a cliff and mirror the catastrophic reduction in juvenile numbers.

However I remain optimistic, while we await the current International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) advice on the status of eel stocks, and this is not likely to be good, we have to keep improving our understanding of the science and reviewing the effectiveness of the management plans if the eel is to have any chance of surviving into the future. All countries within the distribution range of the eel must work together to conserve our eel stock until there is a sustained increase in both recruitment and the adult stock.

Dr Ciaran Byrne, Chief Executive Officer, Inland Fisheries Ireland, Swords Business Campus, Swords, Co. Dublin, Ireland. www.fisheriesireland.ie
Chincha Islands
Guano to Cork

By Edward Walsh

GUANO is defined by the Oxford English Dictionary as “the excrement of sea birds, found especially on islands of South America and used as manure.” The word derives from the Andean indigenous language Quecha – huana ‘dung.’ Guano was a very effective fertiliser due to its exceptionally high content of nitrogen, phosphate and potassium.

After gaining its independence from Spain in 1824 Peru experienced a boom as a result of the demand for guano as a fertiliser. From 1840 to 1870 Peru enjoyed an extended period of economic growth which came to be known as the Guano Age. The boom ended when Guano was replaced by Nitrates as the preferred fertilised and Chile seized Peruvian deposits in the 1879-1884 War of the Pacific.

The Chincha Islands are a group of three small islands some 13 miles off the south west coast of Peru, relatively near the town of Pisco. They had large guano deposits and from 1841 onwards the islands were the centre of frenetic activity centre on exporting guano. Guano became important and there was a scramble world-wide to find deposits. In an arid climate amid the dust and the stench, digging out guano was a dangerous job – it had to be done by hand. Slaves, Chinese coolies, convicts and others laboured in stifling heat while as many as a dozen ships often waited offshore for their turn to be loaded. Guano had become big business underlying the old saying “where there’s muck, there’s brass” – it was the best natural fertiliser known to man. By the mid 19th century there were a number of guano importers in Cork.

Thomas Havers (1810-1870) was the eldest son of Thomas Havers and Dorothy, née Charlton a prominent Catholic family of Thelveton Hall, Norfolk. He worked for a London firm of Ricketts, Boucher & Co. before joining the Falkland Islands Company and by 1851 was acting company secretary. In 1854 he was appointed colonial manager and arrived in Stanley in May of that year. Interestingly Henry and Coghlan’s Directory of Ireland 1856 for mercantile financial dealings. Guano was the country’s commercial, business and financial dealings. Guano was the most vital commodity in the country’s trade. Crucially it was salt-petre from the Atacama Desert (ironically not far from the guano producing areas) which would replace guano as a fertilizer. So by the time the Peru- vian Government took control of guano extraction in 1909 it was an industry dependant on guano produc- tion by millions of sea birds. The industry collapsed due to the combined pressure of overfishing and the development of industrial nitrogen and ammonia based artificial fertilis- ers. Today guano is in great demand by organic farmers.

By 1881 there were signs that the so called ‘Guano Age’ was coming to a close – its demise was not far off. For the previous 40 years guano was not just important to Peru’s economy – it was the dominant factor in the country’s commercial, business and financial dealings. Guano was the most vital commodity in the country’s trade. Crucially it was salt-petre from the Atacama Desert (ironically not far from the guano producing areas) which would replace guano as a fertilizer. So by the time the Peru- vian Government took control of guano extraction in 1909 it was an industry dependant on guano produc- tion by millions of sea birds. The industry collapsed due to the combined pressure of overfishing and the development of industrial nitrogen and ammonia based artificial fertilis- ers. Today guano is in great demand by organic farmers.

Edward Walsh, jeogwalsh@hotmail.com

In the mid 1800s, the Chincha Islands, Peru, were a centre of frenetic activity centred on exporting guano.
Preserving a Rare Habitat

By Anthony Toole

The British Isles are very lucky to contain one of the rarest habitats in the world, yet to many of us who live here, it may appear so common that we take it for granted and are perhaps largely unaware of its global importance. In fact, we have only recently realised just how significant this environment is.

Two walks I did recently in Northumberland illustrate, in their contrasting ways, both the problem and its possible solution.

I left the car a few kilometres south of the Scottish border, near a high point of the Pennine Way long-distance footpath. The first sound to greet me was the call of a curlew. The footpath led across boggy ground through which channels drained the frothy, peat-brown water into a tributary of a nearby river. I leapt over several of these and continued up the slope through the bleached stalks of burned heather and past patches where the burnings of a previous year were now replaced by a carpet, a few inches thick, of new growth.

Over the first rise, a pair of golden plovers watched my progress from a distance of twenty metres.

I parted from the Pennine Way, moved up to a wire fence and followed it to a gate that gave access to the summit of the moor, beyond which the ground sloped away gently toward Otterburn and the upper reaches of Redesdale. The hum of occasional traffic on the road, which ran just over a kilometre away, did little to drown the skylark song and curlew call. Even a passing helicopter, on its way to Otterburn military range, could not block the notes of a meadow pipit that rose almost out of sight above the moor, before paranching back to the ground on widespread wings.

I returned to the gate, then cut across toward where I would re-join the Pennine Way. It was on this crossing that I became aware of the problem. The ground was still sodden, because of the recent rains, but the water trickled inexorably into numerous parallel channels, or grips, that had been dug to drain the peat, in an attempt to turn the land to agricultural or forestry use. Indeed, the hillside to the west of the footpath held a scattering of scrawny pines. None was more than a few feet tall, and most were dead, the leftovers of a failed experiment in silviculture. The problem lay in the drainage of the bogs.

Peat bogs began to form as the glaciers retreated at the end of the last Ice Age, more than ten thousand years ago. They comprise about 3% of the world’s surface area, mostly in the northern hemisphere. The main agents of peat formation are the sphagnum mosses, which thrive only in a wet environment. They have the capacity to hold onto vast volumes of water and create cold, acidic, airless conditions in which dead vegetation becomes trapped and slowly decomposes. As new growth occurs on the surface, the organic matter is buried and compressed into layers that thicken at a rate of a millimetre each year. In the thousands of years during which the Northumbrian peat has been deposited, the resulting blanket bogs have grown to a depth of up to ten metres, and are therefore a vast store of carbon. Though perhaps 90% of Britain’s peat bogs have been destroyed, it is estimated that those that remain hold more carbon than all of the forests of Britain and France combined.

If this peat were allowed to dry, it would crack and disintegrate, releasing carbon dioxide into the air, thus contributing to climate change. It is crucial, therefore, that we preserve what remains and allow it to develop, to help offset some of the causes of global warming. Peat has other functions. It soaks rainwater like a sponge and releases it steadily, maintaining the flow of rivers during dry spells and helping prevent floods when rainfall is high. It filters and clarifies the water, and so improves its quality.

It also provides a rich habitat for wildlife. In addition to heathers, there are bog cotton, marsh saxifrage, cranberries, bilberries, bog asphodel and the insect-eating sundew and butterwort. Birds include lapwing, snipe, wheatear, red and black grouse, buzzards and merlin. Pools provide homes for pond skaters and water beetles, and hunting grounds for dragonflies.

As I crossed the slope toward the trig point, I spotted two lizards at different places, despite the fact that this was the wettest section of the walk. At the summit, I looked over into the surrounding valleys, which emphasised that this upland was merely a tiny island of bog, rising above a sea of cultivation.

I moved off downhill toward the car, which stood no more than a couple of kilometres away. As I approached it, I crossed the ravine of Hareshaw Burn, which rushed with the water gathered from the drainage grips. Once more, I was accompanied by the call of a curlew.

A few days later, I set off from a point on the eastern edge of Kielder Forest, some five kilometres north of Hadrian’s Roman wall. Again I followed part of the Pennine Way footpath, through the conifers, then over a stretch of open moorland and into more forest. A signpost at a junction of paths pointed me toward Bellcrag Flow.

This is one of the Border Mires, a set of more than fifty small peat bogs scattered throughout what is claimed to be the largest man-made forest in northern Europe. Like many of the other mires, Bellcrag Flow has developed from a shallow lake formed after the last Ice Age, and is as natural an environment as can be found in Britain. During the 1980s, some peat was cut here, but was found unsuitable for horticultural use and the extraction ceased.

In order to restore the bog, the drainage grips have been blocked using peat and piles made of re-cycled plastic. Trees that have germinated from seeds blown in from the surrounding forest have been cut down. Since 1998, this project, carried out by a partnership of Forest Enterprise, Natural England, Northumberland Wildlife Trust and Northumberland National Park Authority, has restored around 240 hectares of bog in the Border Mires. A similar project is underway in the Durham section of the North Pennines.

The success of the project at Bellcrag Flow can be seen from the wooden boardwalks that reach out into the bog, for the reversal of the trend has been rapid.

Formerly dry or muddy depressions and channels are now deep, black pools in which newts swim, and which attract wading birds, like lapwing and dunlin. Ten species of dragonfly and damselfly have been recorded. And at the edges are ever-growing carpets of sphagnum that will lock up carbon for hundreds, perhaps thousands of years.

A great deal of work remains to be done, with several thousand miles of drainage grips throughout the northern Pennines yet to be blocked. Nevertheless, the effort so far has been acclaimed as an example to be followed elsewhere, and will go some way toward preserving this rare and very fragile environment.

Anthony Toole, 65, Cheswick Drive, Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 5DW, U.K. E. anthony.toole@tiscali.co.uk http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/antony.toole

Sundew and sphagnum moss.

Bog asphodel.
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STRAWBERRIES

Wild & Cultivated

By Tony O’Mahony

MENTION the word ‘strawberry’ to most people, and it immediately conjures up in the mind, the delightful association of warm, hazy, lazy, summer days and delicious strawberry treats, such as strawberry-and-cream dessert. There is no doubt but that strawberry fruits are a great favourite with humans, and this fondness is reflected in the fact that commercial strawberry cultivation is a major industry worldwide. Yet, as with all cultivated plants, the ongoing genetic breeding programmes aimed to improve commercial strawberry size, flavour, texture, and disease-resistance, ultimately depend on wild-sourced plant species for their raw material. Therefore it might seem counter-intuitive to discover that geneticists have, for over a century, concentrated their attention on just a handful of the world’s wild strawberry species for commercial use. Why should this be so? There is a sound, practical reason for this exclusiveness: the fact is, that most wild strawberry species bear insipid-tasting fruits that do not appeal to the modern-day human palate. The dominant, commercially-grown Garden Strawberry (Fragaria chiloensis) and Meadow Strawberry (F. virginiana). Another commercial taxon is the so-called ‘Alpine Strawberry’ (F. vesca forma semperflorens) (a variant of the native Wild Strawberry of Ireland, Britain, and mainland Europe), notable for the fact that it bears an abundance of delicious, small fruits, right up to the first frosts of winter. (Note: The name ‘strawberry’ may, therefore, be a corruption of the words ‘stray-berry’, in reference to this vegetative mode of spread.)

Most surprisingly, there is still considerable doubt as to the number of wild species this genus contains: estimates range from twelve to thirty-five species, with a current consensus at twenty-two, though the true figure remains controversial. At the heart of this numbers-problem, is the fact that many species have a wide global distribution, and thus exhibit considerable morphological variation over their vast geographical range – the most readily recognized by its distinctive variants being wrongly accorded species-rank in the past. This taxonomic problem is further compounded by the local frequency of interspecific hybrid swarms, especially in America. Three strawberry species are native to mainland Europe: Hautbois Strawberry (F. moschata), Cream-flow- ered Strawberry (F. viridis) and Wild Strawberry (F. vesca). Only Wild Strawberry is native to Ireland and Britain, though Hautbois Strawberry is very occasionally recorded as naturalised in these islands, it formerly being widely cultivated for the unusual wine-like taste of its fruits – a flavour no longer in favour commercially in this 21st Century.

Wild Strawberry (Fragaria vesca)

Wild Strawberry is of locally common occurrence in base-rich woodlands and on species-rich hedgebanks throughout Ireland, Britain and Europe. (Its leaves and fruits have been used medicinally.) Its leaflets are a distinctive yellowish-green colour, taper to a point (the tiny apical tooth just exceeding the two, broader, lateral teeth), and the veins are deeply impressed, giving the leaflets a characteristic creased appearance. The pure-white flowers vary from 10-20mm in diameter and, after fertilisation, quickly develop their small, reddish-purple fruits, which are sweetly-scented and delicious to eat. In my experience, they are vastly superior in flavour to most (all?) cultivated strains of the Garden Strawberry (Fragaria ananassa). (Note: Technically, strawberries are actually false-fruits, formed by the elongation and swelling of the flower-receptacle after fertilisation; the true fruits are the seeds (pips) scattered over, and partially embedded in, the spongy, red flesh.) The familiar strawberry, then, is merely an aid to dispersal; ensuring that the plant’s seeds will be ingested by birds’ and animals’, to be returned later to the earth in their droppings, at some distance from the mother plant. For other examples of this dispersal-play in nature, think of the hard stones of Plums (Prunus genus) which are surrounded by succulent, sweet-tasting tissue; or the equally sweet pulp of Apples (Malus genus) that envelopes its carpels and seeds.

Garden Strawberry (Fragaria ananassa)

For better or worse, this species, with its large fruits, has long been the dominant strawberry of commerce, though many of its genetic strains are (to me, at least) rather inuned or sour-tasting, and thus far inferior in flavour to the small, scrumptious fruits of Wild Strawberry (F. vesca). Garden Strawberry is locally naturalised throughout Britain and Ireland on roadside-embankments, grass-margins, and derelict railway lines. In these habitats it can form extensive clonal colonies, its distinctive leaves being thick-textured and sombre-coloured (dull-green or blue-green), the three terminal teeth of the leaflets subequal, giving the leaflet-apex a truncated appearance, as if cut transversely with a scissors. In overall appearance, the leaves of Garden Strawberry remarkably resemble a gigantic version of the leaves of Barren Strawberry (Potentilla sterilis).

Tony O’Mahony, 6 Glenthorn Way, Dublin Hill, Cork.
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T ony O’Mahony, 6 Glenthorn Way, Dublin Hill, Cork.
THIRTY PERCENT of private wells in Ireland are contaminated by E.coli. This is based on an assessment of the national groundwater monitoring programme results and is supported by findings of local spot surveys of private wells. The Central Statistics Office (CSO) census figures indicate that there are approximately 170,000 wells in Ireland and extrapolation would indicate that 50,000 private wells may be contaminated.

According to the Health Service Executive (HSE), Ireland has the highest rate of VTEC (Veritoxigenic E.Coli) in Europe. VTEC is a toxin producing form of E.coli and is a lot more serious than an ordinary投身 disease. Figures indicate that there is an increasing trend in the number of cases of VTEC in Ireland. In 2011 there were almost 300 cases but in 2013 that more than doubled to over 700 cases. The numbers for 2014 seem to be higher again with an estimated 7% increase to date on 2013 figures. Most cases in Ireland so far have affected children (60%) many of whom have been hospitalized. In some persons, particularly children and the elderly, the infection can cause a complication called haemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS), in which the red blood cells are destroyed and kidneys fail. This happens in up to 8% of cases. Some people are left with lifelong problems, which can, on rare occasions prove fatal.

Animals, particularly cattle, are the main source of VTEC and infection is spread from direct animal contact or through contaminated food and water. The cases in Ireland are predominantly associated with rural families and private domestic wells. However, visitors from urban areas have also been affected.

What is not generally known is that there is a greater risk of illness associated with private well supplies. People treated for VTEC are four times more likely to have consumed untreated water from private wells. These wells are generally poorly located and constructed and do not have any form of treatment, unlike the public and group water schemes. By taking simple steps to protect your well this disease is preventable. You may have been using your water supply boreholes, and also the Guidelines when commissioning the construction of new drinking water supply boreholes. These two documents provide best practice guidelines for water wells and should be used when constructing both public and private water supplies.

In summary, you should carry out a few simple steps to assess if your well is at risk of contamination and take action to protect your own and your family’s health:

1. Assess the location, construction and protection of your well. You can do this by using an assessment tool developed by the EPA which is available at www.epa.ie. The web application Protect your Well asks a series of questions with multiple choice answers and takes 5-10 minutes to complete. Once completed, it will provide you with advice specific to your well, depending on the answers you provide.

2. Test your well water at least once a year for microbiological contamination, preferably after heavy rain, when the risk is highest. If you are concerned, boil your water while you wait for the results to come back. If the results of testing confirm that contamination is present well owners will need to take steps to protect their well (e.g. fencing the source or preventing surface water from entering the well)

3. Seal your wellhead to prevent any contaminated surface water from flowing down over the top of the well and prevent shallow groundwater from entering the well by properly lining and grouting the well; and by ensuring that the groundwater itself is not contaminated by nearby pollution sources.

4. Consider treating your well water if these measures are insufficient to prevent contamination (e.g. in karst areas where groundwater is heavily influenced by surface water). Permanent treatment including disin-
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The Cork Relief Committee was established in March 1846. From 28th March, the committee sold Indian meal for one penny per pound at three city outlets but this had increased to 10 by October 1846. Private charities played an increasingly important role in helping the poor people, as the situation deteriorated in the city. The St. Vincent de Paul, established in March 1846, distributed food, coal and some money to the needy. The Quakers opened a soup kitchen and supplied 1500 gallons of soup on a daily basis. A photograph of an extract from the minute Book of the Cork Poor Law Union on 3rd April 1847 shows the “Return of paupers who were admitted into, or Discharged from, the Workhouse, and of the number of Sick, and those suffering from the Returns of Typhus Fever” during which the River Lee froze over and people could walk 3 miles on the ice. The cold and drought of 1739-41 saw liquids freeze indoors and ice floes float along the length of the rivers. The development of the North Infirmary in 1744 and the poorhouse/founding hospital in 1747 are attributed to the impact of this event on the city. In the chapter Nature’s Immigrants by Padraig Whelan there is a beautiful aerial photograph of The Lough on the southside. It is a small fresh water limestone lake in a shallow depression, receiving water from springs and water percolating in from the ridge to the north. A wonderful friend of mine, Denis Twomey, lived just a few yards across from this lake. With the help of sponsorship from a number of companies, he introduced a number of pairs of ornamental waterfowl to the lake and these are the foundation of its present bird population. The Lough is one of Ireland’s oldest protected areas and captivates young and old in the city.

How many Cork people know that the city once had its own Botanic Garden at Tory Top Road? Land was purchased by the Royal Cork Institution in 1809 to establish the gardens but unfortunately its history was short, due to vandalism and robbery of plants and it closed in 1829. A section of the land was then leased by Fr. Theobald Matthew, the well known Catholic temperance campaigner, priest, for the free burial of Catholics (now St. Joseph’s Cemetery). A statue to honour Fr. Matthew is a significant cultural landmark.

The chapter on the Lough by Larry Geary and Martin Foster makes harrowing reading. The words used by Dr. Callanan, one of the workhouse physicians, captured the situation in Cork during the winter and spring of 1846-47. “From the commencement of 1847, however, Fate opened her book in good earnest here, and the full tide of death flowed on everywhere around us. During the first six months of that dark period one-third of the daily population of our streets consisted of shadows and spectres, the impersonations of disease and famine, crowding in from the rural districts, and stalking along to the general doom – the grave – which appeared to await them at the distance of a few steps, or a few short hours.”

Kevin Hourihan in the chapters Cork City in the 20th Century and The Suburbs brings the reader from the Cork of the new Free State to the decentralisation of the city in the 1960s to its development of the suburbs. 1920 saw the burning of large parts of St Patrick’s Street and Oliver Plunkett Street by British forces. Commenting on the destruction of the city, the Cork Examiner wrote “The burning of the streets was an act of vandalism and an act of destruction. It was an act of brutality and an act of savagery.”

Clockwise from top left: A view of Cork City showing the two channels of the River Lee; The Lough; Atlas of Cork City; St. Mary’s Church, Pope’s Quay.

The author gives a fascinating insight into the various housing developments by the City Council from the first in 1886 – Madder’s Buildings. Blackpool - which comprised of 76 houses, three schemes in 1822-23, McCurtain’s, McSwiney and French’s “Villas” and many other estates, including 152 houses in 1930 at Turner’s Cross and 500 houses in Curraheen in the period 1934 to 1941 the Corporation built 1900 new houses which was a major achievement. The 1970s, 80s and 90s saw the decentralisation of the City Centre to the suburbs to Togher, Douglas, Mayfield, Hollyhill and Bishopstown and the chapters include aerial photographs showing the development of the city and county.

Richard Wood brings us on a wonderful tour of the city in the chapter Buildings and Architecture. This chapter locates the places of significant buildings in Cork: City Hall, Turner’s Cross Church, Old City Jail, Court House, Old Custom House (Crawford Art Gallery), St. Annes’ and Shandon are but a few mentioned. Included is St Mary’s Dominican Church, with photos of its beautiful ceiling and Corinthian columns and stone carvings in the portico. I have wonderful memories of St. Mary’s as I was an altar boy there for many years. We lived a quarter of a mile from it. It is only on reading this chapter that I realised we Corkonians have a wonderful history in many of our buildings - did we then or do we now appreciate them? Sport also has a place in this book. GAA enthusiasts would find the map of GAA clubs in the city and their founding years Blackrock (Hurling & Football) 1883, Sarsfield (H) 1896, St. Finbar’s (1876 (H&F), Glen Rovers 1919 (H) and St. Finbarr’s (H) are to mention but a few. My father played for the latter in the 30s when he was also playing rugby for Cork Constitution. When it was discovered, he and most of the team (also other rugby players) were suspended as GAA members were banned from playing ‘foreign games’! There is a full chapter on Glen Rovers and a map of the birthplaces of Glen Rover players who won Senior All-Ireland medals with Cork, including the ‘real Taoiseach’ Jack Lynch, who lived under the shadow of Shandon at Bob and Jones – a stones throw from our house. Other sports, including soccer, rugby and road bowling are also given space in this book.

There are many more wonderful and informative articles in this magnificent book, amongst them:

Living in the City

Underneath the City - The Cork Main Drainage System between 1999 and 2004 sought to eliminate all pollution discharge into the River Lee.

Migration - which includes a wonderful piece by the famous Con Houlihan on his departure from Cork on the Illinsfally in his younger years.

Community Development and Catholic Church

Nano Nagle and Catholic Cork 1718-1784 , who opened schools for poor children in the 1750s, founded the Presentation Sisters in 1775.

Planning and Development

This book is a wonder, especially for Cork people and the Cork Diaspora. For them it is an excellent reference to city, with many fascinating gems of information. Need I add it should be in every secondary school libraries in both city and county.
Reginald Scully

Chronicler of Kerry’s wild plants

JOHN AKEROYD pays tribute to the man who wrote Munster’s first County Flora.

The years 1866–1916 were, in the words of the late Professor David Webb, “the hey-day of Irish Botany”. In 1866, Cybele Hibernica by Alexander More and David Moore appeared, a district-by-district account of Irish plant distribution. Exactly 50 years later in 1916, a year remembered more in Ireland for the Easter Rising and the Battle of the Somme, Reginald Scully published his Flora of County Kerry. Few Irish Floras would appear for another two generations, and few would pack in so much scholarly information – it remains a key work today.

Reginald William Scully (1856–1935) is a man about whom we know little, though he was a considerable presence on the Irish botanical scene during that period. He was born in southern England, in Wincanton, Somerset, but his father came from Dublin and his mother too was Irish. Scully seems to have been a modest man whose interests were not as wide as those of some contemporaries and who published relatively little else, but devoted himself to his life’s task and brought it to a triumphant conclusion.

That half century after the publication of Cybele Hibernica provided both stimulus and a framework for floristic investigation that saw botanists explore Ireland extensively in search of plants. The result was numerous botanical papers and several Floras, together with the discovery of a score or more plant species new to Ireland. All this botanical activity reflected the general cultural buzz in Ireland, with the birth of the Gaelic League and GAA, growth of the Irish Literary Revival of Lady Gregory, the Irish Topographic Botany, and relatively little would emerge for another 20 or 30 years.

Yet perhaps Scully’s most durable legacy was to encourage James Brunker to work up his Sea Slugs and Sea Squirts, which he was already studying by the time his own Flora of the County Dublin appeared in 1904. Both men worked with More to produce an expanded, posthumous second edition of his Cybele Hibernica, which appeared in 1898. That same year saw Flora of the County Donegal by H.C. Hart, who had already published The Flora of Howth (1887). Robert Lloyd Praeger, who would become the doyen of Irish naturalists, published A Tourist’s Flora of the West of Ireland (1909), having earlier compiled his famous Irish Topographic Botany (1901), similar to the Cybele but based on county records, half of them from his own extensive collecting.

More had long encouraged Colgan and Scully in their own Flora projects. Scully’s took a little longer to deliver than did that of his colleague, but covered more remote areas. The Floras are similar in content and meticulous attention to detail, including full distribution data by district, historical and present plant distribution, ecology (then a new science) with notes on which plants preferred lime-poor soils, and variation within species. Colgan not only assisted Scully in the field but also helped him read proofs, a considerable task in itself. Clearly they were, and remained, good friends. The list of acknowledgements in the Preface, which includes distinguished English botanists, shows Scully was in contact with a wide network. He didn’t publish anything again, apparently finding fieldwork too onerous (1916 was also his 60th birthday), although Praeger recollected an excursion with him as late as 1931. By this time he had retired to Rushbrooke on Cork Harbour, just west of Cobh. Perhaps too he was just overtaken by the political upheavals in Ireland and felt the need to live quietly in what had become unsettled times. His book certainly marks the end of an era in Irish botany, and relatively little would emerge for another 20 or 30 years.

His was a quiet life well lived. Here was a man whose interests were not as wide as those of some contemporaries and who published relatively little else, but devoted himself to his life’s task and brought it to a triumphant conclusion. Flora of County Kerry is a masterpiece – “for fullness and critical accuracy, one of the best books on Irish botany that has appeared”, according to Praeger – and a worthy memorial to the dedication and skill of its author. The book itself is now rare and expensive, but Nabu Press, South Carolina, USA, have this year published a paperback edition.

Yet perhaps Scully’s most durable legacy was to encourage James Brunker to work up his Flora of the County Wicklow, which eventually appeared in 1950 (born in 1885, he died only in 1970), although clearly a last flowering sprig of Irish botany’s heyday. Brunker in turn encouraged Howard Hudson, whom I remember fondly from the Dublin Naturalists Field Club in the early 1980s, by which time he was elderly but still a fit and enthusiastic botanist. Hudson himself was mentor to a young Declan Doogue, now one of Ireland’s most distinguished naturalists, a schoolmaster, excursion leader and author of The Wild Plants of Ireland (2010), who has done so much to raise awareness of botany and biodiversity in Ireland. I myself am delighted to have been involved over these last 35 years in what has proved to be a new Heyday of Irish Botany.
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Reginald Scully (image courtesy of National Botanic Gardens)

Irish botany’s heyday. Brunker in turn encouraged Howard Hudson, whom I remember fondly from the Dublin Naturalists Field Club in the early 1980s, by which time he was elderly but still a fit and enthusiastic botanist. Hudson himself was mentor to a young Declan Doogue, now one of Ireland’s most distinguished naturalists, a schoolmaster, excursion leader and author of The Wild Plants of Ireland (2010), who has done so much to raise awareness of botany and biodiversity in Ireland. I myself am delighted to have been involved over these last 35 years in what has proved to be a new Heyday of Irish Botany.


Gleninchaquin, Co. Kerry.
Ice loss sends Alaskan temperatures soaring

Scientists analysing more than three decades of weather data for the northern Alaska outpost of Barrow have linked an astonishing 7°C temperature rise to the decline in Arctic sea ice.

By Alex Kirby

If you doubt that parts of the planet really are warming, talk to residents of Barrow, the Alaskan town that is the most northerly settlement in the US. In the last 34 years, the average October temperature in Barrow has risen by more than 7°C – an increase that, on its own, makes a mockery of international efforts to prevent global temperatures from rising more than 2°C above their pre-industrial level.

A study by scientists at the University of Alaska Fairbanks analysed several decades of weather information. These show that temperature trends are closely linked to sea ice concentrations, which have been recorded since 1979, when accurate satellite measurements began.

The study, published in the Open Atmospheric Science Journal, traces what has happened to average annual and monthly temperatures in Barrow from 1979 to 2012.

Most striking

In that period, the average annual temperature rose by 2.7°C. But the November increase was far higher – more than six degrees. And October was the most striking of all, with the month’s average temperature 7.2°C higher in 2012 than in 1979.

Gerd Wendler, the lead author of the study and a professor emeritus at the university’s International Arctic Research Center, said he was “astonished”. He told the Alaska Dispatch News: “I think I have never, anywhere, seen such a large increase in temperature over such a short period.”

The study shows that October is the month when sea ice loss in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas, which border northern Alaska, has been highest. The authors say these falling ice levels over the Arctic Ocean after the maximum annual melt are the reason for the temperature rise. “You cannot explain it by anything else,” Wendler said.

They have ruled out the effects of sunlight because, by October, the sun is low in the sky over Barrow and, by late November, does not appear above the horizon.

Instead, they say, the north wind picks up stored heat from water that is no longer ice-covered in late autumn and releases it into the atmosphere.

At first sight, the team’s findings are remarkable, as Barrow’s 7.2°C rise in 34 years compares with a global average temperature increase over the past century of up to about 0.8°C. But what’s happening may be a little more complex.

Warming faster

The fact that temperatures in and around Barrow are rising fast is no surprise, as the Arctic itself is known to be warming faster than most of the rest of the world.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change says observed warming in parts of northern Alaska was up to 3°C from the early 1980s to the mid-2000s. It also concludes that about two-thirds of the last century’s global temperature increase has occurred since 1980.

But Barrow’s long-term temperature rise has not been uniform, the Fairbanks study says. Its analysis of weather records between 1921 and 2012 shows a much more modest average annual rise, of 1.51°C. In 2014, the city experienced the coolest summer day recorded – 14.5°C.

So one conclusion is to remember just how complex a system the climate is – and how even 34 years may be too short a time to allow for any certainty.

Alex Kirby
Climate News Network
www.climatenewsnetwork.org
October 2014

FREE Stamps for Young Collectors
Padraig O’Shea of Raven Stamps 12c Washington Street West, Cork City (www.ravenstamps.com), the largest stamp dealer in Ireland, has kindly given Sherkin Comment extra sets of 300 different world stamps so that you can start your new hobby. If interested in a set please contact us by postcard, letter or email at Sherkin Island Marine Station, Sherkin Island, Co. Cork or sherkinnarine@eircom.net to receive a set (limit of one request per family).
By Fiona O’Rourke

THINKING globally and acting locally has been made a little easier by the development of a new Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) mapping application called My Local Environment or Timpeall an Ti. My Local Environment provides easy access to information about the environment close to where people live, work or play.

My Local Environment is the latest in a number of tools developed by the EPA to make environmental data more accessible, and more importantly to frame it in a local setting. The addition of this new service will make it even easier to access live data and learn more about the areas of Ireland’s environment in which people have an interest, such as their local air and water quality.

My Local Environment (Timpeall an Ti) can be found by clicking the “My Local Environment” link on www.epa.ie or directly at http://gis.epa.ie/myenvironment#search. Enter your address or click a point on the map and select the search radius you would like to use. The map will centre on your location and the search results show what types of features are present in your area. A brief explanation of each topic is presented along with an opportunity to browse to another EPA web page to learn more. Existing EPA WebGIS tools – such as the Splash website – appear in My Local Environment too.

You will find information about the following on My Local Environment:

- My Local Environment: You will find information about the following on My Local Environment:
  - What Air Quality Stations are near me?
  - What water features are near me?
  - What EPA Regulated Activities are near me?
  - What Historic Mines are near me?
  - What is my soil type; subsoil type; landcover class?
  - What is my Coal Restricted area type?
  - What is my Air Zone type?
  - What is my River catchment area?
  - What is my River Basin District?
  - What is my aquifer type and aquifer vulnerability?

The EPA has an important role to play as an environmental data provider. We understand that part of this role is to make data as easy to access and understand as possible. My Local Environment is not a once-off project. It is an active and ongoing initiative that will be developed by the EPA. The EPA is reviewing innovative user engagement options such as interactive comment cards that allow a dialogue with users. Please visit http://gis.epa.ie and use the Contact Us link to tell us what you think of the work done so far and what you would like to see added and developed in the future. Your views would be very welcome.

Fiona O’Rourke, Environmental Protection Agency www.epa.ie

You will find information about the following on My Local Environment:

- **What Air Quality Stations are near me?** Provides a list of local Air Monitoring Sites; a user can click on each site to view the current air quality and any related information on the Air Quality Index for Health.

- **What water features are near me?** Provides a list of local sites e.g. bathing water, rivers, coastal, groundwater etc. and indicates their status - Bathing Water Status; River Status; Transitional Status; Groundwater Status.

- **What EPA Regulated Activities are near me?** Provides a list of all licensed sites (Licensed IPPC Facilities, Licensed Waste Facilities, Dump Site Boundaries); by clicking on further information a user can access PDF documents available online including:
  - All licences granted to-date.
  - Applications received by the EPA since 1 December 2004.
  - A limited number of applications received by the EPA before December 2004.
  - Annual Environmental Reports for 2008 onwards.

- **What Historic Mines are near me?** Users can click the hyperlink to see the overview report that was done for each mine site.

- **What is my soil type; subsoil type; landcover class?** Examples: “Your soil type is Man made” “Your subsoil type is Man made” “The Corine 2006 Landcover map classes your location as Discontinuous urban fabric. Click the hyperlink to see pop up boxes.

- **What is my Coal Restricted area type?** Example: You are in a coal restricted area type Coal Restricted Area. Click the hyperlink to see a pop up box.

- **What is my Air Zone type?** Example: “You are in Air Zone type x Conurbation.” Click the hyperlink to see a pop up box.

- **What is my River catchment area?** Example: “You are in the river catchment area x.” Click the hyperlink to see a pop up box.

- **What is my River Basin District?** Example: “You are in Eastern River Basin District.” Click the hyperlink to see a pop up box.

- **What is my aquifer type and aquifer vulnerability?** Example: “Your aquifer type is L/L.” “Your aquifer vulnerability is M.” Click the hyperlinks to see further information in pop up boxes.
Outlook palls for fossil fuel investments

Warnings within the world of high finance are coming thick and fast that the increasingly urgent need to combat climate change means investors could lose heavily by sinking funds into coal, oil and gas.

By Kieran Cooke

LIKE most central bank governors, Mark Carney, the Governor of the Bank of England, chooses his words carefully. So the financial community – and government policy makers – sat up and took notice earlier this month when Carney, addressing a World Bank seminar on corporate reporting standards, said he was concerned about investments in fossil fuels.

“The vast majority of reserves are unburnable,” Carney said.

‘Tragedy of horizons’

He warned companies, investors and policy makers that they need to avoid what he described as the “tragedy of horizons”, and to look further ahead to meet challenges such as climate change.

Investors are being repeatedly told that money sunk into fossil fuels is not only bad for the climate, but is also potentially seriously dangerous to financial health.

The fundamental idea espoused by a wide spread of influential voices – ranging from the International Energy Association (IEA) to finance funds that have many billions of dollars worth of investments under their control – is that, in order to combat climate change, a large portion of the world’s remaining fossil fuel reserves must stay in the ground.

“Not more than one-third of proven reserves of fossil fuels can be consumed prior to 2050 if the world is to achieve the 2˚C goal,” the IEA says.

Limiting a rise in average global temperatures to 2˚C by mid-century is considered to be the minimum necessary to prevent catastrophic climate change.

As action is taken and regulations are tightened, investments in fossil fuels, whether in a coal mine or in oil or gas exploration and production, will become frozen – or, in the parlance of the finance industry, “stranded.”

In the lead up to a major UN conference on climate change in New York in September 2014, a group of high-roller investment funds – which, together, control more than $24 trillion worth of assets – called for an end to fossil fuel subsidies and for urgent action on climate change.

Barack Obama, the US president, has joined in the chorus, calling for fossil fuels to stay in the ground. “We’re not going to be able to burn it,” Obama said earlier this year. “Science is science. And there is no doubt that if we burned all fossil fuels that are in the ground right now that the planet’s going to get too hot, and the consequences could be dire.”

Major campaigns calling for divestment from fossil fuels have been launched. Groups such as 350.org, which campaigns for more awareness on climate issues, have had considerable success in persuading various bodies – from universities to the UK’s leading medical association – to stop investing in fossil fuels.

A number of pension funds, with billions of dollars worth of investments under their control, have said they will either cut back or stop putting money into the fossil fuel industry.

Public pressure

Meanwhile, giant coal, oil and gas corporations have been told they could face a public backlash if they seek to avoid or deny public pressure on climate change issues.

But for those who want to see an end to the fossil fuel industry, the battle is by no means won. It is only just starting.

A report by the Carbon Tracker Initiative and the Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment says the world’s 200 largest publicly-quoted fossil fuel companies spent an estimated total of $674bn on exploring and developing new reserves in 2012. And that figure does not include the hundreds of billions of dollars spent on exploiting existing fossil fuel sites.

Coal, the most polluting of fossil fuels, is still king in many regions of the world, particularly in the fast-growing economies of China and India. Coal companies, urged on by politicians, are still investing billions in new facilities.

Tony Abbott, Australia’s prime minister, opening a huge new mine in Queensland that will produce about 5.5 million tonnes of coal each year, said recently: “Coal is vital for the future energy needs of the world. So let’s have no demonisation of coal – coal is good for humanity.”

Kieran Cooke, Climate News Network.
www.climate>Newsnetwork.net
18 October, 2014

IDEAL STOCKING FILLER
A Beginner’s Guide to Ireland’s Wild Flowers - @ €7.50 (plus p&p @1.00) - see page 29 for details.
IRELAND’S GENEROUS NATURE
Celebrating our Wild Plant Resources

A review by Dr John Akeroyd

THIS first comprehensive account of Irish ethnobotany* is both a mine of information and an enjoyable read. It also presents, as the author says, a timely and important message: “Our native flora is a vital resource for the present and for the future”. Indeed, Dr Peter Wyse Jackson notes that just over half of Ireland’s 925 higher plant species have been recorded as having some human use. His magnum opus, beautifully illustrated with his own colour photographs, historical pictures and the elegant water-colours of Lydia Shackleton (1824-1914) held at the National Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, catalogues these numerous uses as foods, drinks, medicines, materials and ornaments, and their place in Irish life and ritual. He writes from personal knowledge as well as a wide study of published sources.

Much traditional plant knowledge has been lost in Ireland not only because of progress - modern materials and supermarkets - but also because so much of the information was passed on by word of mouth rather than written down. At the same time, with regard to wild collected food-stuffs, the social disruption and collective shock of protracted wretched poverty in the 18-19th centuries, notably the Great Famine (1845-52), seems to have stigmatised the activity perhaps became all too symbolic, rather than ecological - here are plants with uses in Britain, Europe, America and beyond, many examples deriving from his own travels.

Among the longer, more detailed species accounts are woodland and hedgerow trees such as ash (Fraxinus, the wood of the hurley), birch (Betula), elm (Ulmus), hawthorn (Crataegus, with a digression on fairies), holly (Ilex), oak (Quercus), willows and sallows (Salix, with at one point a nod to W.B. Yeats), and that Irish native woodland speciality Strawberry Tree (Arbutus unedo). Some of the wild fruits also have particularly full accounts, in particular bilberries or fraughans (Vaccinium myrtillus), the author’s favourite blackberries (Rubus fruticosus), and elderberries (Sambucus nigra), also rowan berries (Sorbus aucuparia), which he warns may be poisonous in larger quantities. He frequently stresses the need to take care with wild foods, especially red fruits, and also describes a number of highly poisonous species, including Lords and Ladies, Foxglove, and the sinister but sporadic Thorn-apple that once appeared in thousands in a beet field in West Cork.

The book is an endlessly fascinating parade of obscure and fascinating facts. The uses of Irish wild plants in aphrodisiacs, beers, dyes, soaps, kitchen implements (including natural pot-scourers), tanning, thatching, basketry, animal bedding, herbal tobacco and, of course, a miscellany of foods and traditional medicines for man and beast well deserve to be more widely known. Summary tables gather lists of species use together under general headings, and a particularly useful appendix lists plant names that feature in local place names. One example shows how important these are: Yew (subhair in Irish) features in almost as many place names as Oak (daar), yet is today a rarity mostly found on cliffs and islands. Similarly, the former presence of Strawberry Tree can be traced by place names.

It is a particular joy for me to see this splendid book published, having known the author as friend and colleague from the day I first set foot in Ireland 35 years ago. He introduced me then to the idea of eating Alexanders (Smyrnium olusatrum), and the late Prof. David Webb and I joined him and his family on more than one blackberry-picking excursion (actually more of a blackberry festival!). More recently I enjoyed, in America, gathering spring dandelions and helping him make dandelion flower syrup. Little did I know that this enthusiasm for what we now call ‘foraging’ would result in the present volume. Peter Wyse Jackson has done botanists and the Irish public a huge service with a book that should become a standard reference.

I cannot think of anybody else who could have written such a book, nor found so apt and evocative a title.

The Extreme Life of the Sea

Stephen R Palumbi and Anthony R Palumbi
Princeton University Press

ISBN 978-0-691-14956-1

Price: €28.99/2014

The most inventive fantasy fiction
tales that cumulatively create the
tissue of life in all its diversity.

Anthony O'Toole

Rare and Threatened Bryophytes of Ireland

Neil Lockhart, Nick Hodgetts & David Holyoak

National mnni


Price: €25.00 / 2012

This book is a substantial contribu-
tion to the study of the Irish flora.
It may be relatively poor in native flowering plants but holds a rich (835 species, sub-species and vari-
eties) of the European taxa of bryophytes (moos es and liver-
wort s). A damp mild climate, in-
dented coastline and often moun-
tainous terrain provide conditions particularly
typical of those of Atlantic woodland, bogs and sand-dunes.
Many common species abound in this
Atalantic species of suite, which has its
interest in western Ireland and western Scotland. Mos ses are an important feature of the
Irish landscape and a vitally
important element in the integrity
of such habitats, notably water and
carbon storage.

The book results from ten years of
field work, herbarium and literature studies
held by world-renowned experts on
bryophytes, with updated IUCN
categories of threat, and outline
descriptions of 47 Important Bryophyte Areas (IBAs). Other topics
covered include a review of habitats, with beautiful
colour photographs and line drawings of an
impressive number of Irish bryophytes. The final accounts of 251 taxa
provide notes on identification,
Irish and global distribution, ecol-
y and biology, threats and con-
servation needs. This book is
of great interest to environmental
scientists, land managers and
those interested in the conservation
of Irish biodiversity.

Author: John Akeroyd

Easy Guide to Garden Birds of Ireland

By Marie Louise Heffernan

Aster Publications

www.aster.ie

ISBN: 978-0-9574965-0-7

Price: €6.99 / 2012

There are many wonderful
books on the market to help those
who want to learn the names of
every single bird in the sky. Some
have technical terms, their
descriptions are daunting -
only for young children and their
parents who may want to take the
journey of a lifetime. To her Ross beach
and so forth. Ross beach is full of
interesting life on the rocky shore is explained
through the four seasons. Their com-
pany and interaction with the
sea, through their youngest son James.
She and James explored Ross beach throughout
the four seasons. Their com-
monly used by scientists to
determine critical factors, like when to eat and when to reproduce.

The Atlantic rocky shore at Ross is a
temperate climate rocky shore. Carmel
looks at the shore's exposure, its
inter-tidal zones and describes and
describes the habitats on the shore, factors which help
to explain why certain animals and plants
are found there. As Carmel puts it, "one need only to
be at the "splash zone". On Ross beach this area
is dominated by bedrock containing a com-
monly of coastal lichens, many of which are
unique to Ireland. The right
life and plant life on Ross Beach can be found on hundreds and
hundreds of little beaches around Ire-
land's coastline. It is a richness that is not
appreciated enough but by highlighting
this ordinary, yet extraordinary, beach in
Loop Head, Carmel gives us a wonderful
insight into all these other beaches around our
coast.
The last two paragraphs of Carmel's Final Words sums up the reason for
the book. She stated:
"I believe Irish people have not en-
gaged or properly appreciated their
rich heritage since the end of the
Famine era came to an end, coastal folk
shied away from the shoreline associat-
ing it with extreme poverty. Indeed the
lands. The immediate socio-cultural
failure to replant all played their
part, and English and Irish each
blamed the other during the various
disasters. Both parties had
to take some of the blame. The
development of the coastline, I believe
we should make better use of it across the
above spectrum. I believe our National
Authorities need to assist in the educa-
tion of our coastal communities. Educa-
tion and opportunity development in this
respect needs to be delivered right to the
beach.

Generations will come and go and Ross Beach will radically, if
quietly change both ecologically and geographically through time. Here
as with all life forms, the
only constant is change. This book
serves as a record in time and space, a
record that may be referred to as climate
change, ecological mix and physical
ocean pressures are each brought to bear
on this address at the North East Atlantic
rocky shoreline at Ross Beach, Loop-
head, Mid-Western Irish Coastline.

Seasons, Species and Patterns of a North East
Atlantic Rocky Shore

By Carmel T Madigan

www.carmelmadiganartgallery.com

ISBN: 9780957212718

Price: €29.95/2014

The recently published book Seasons, Species & Patterns of a North East Atlantic Rocky Shore describes the marine life on Ross beach on the Loop Head Peninsula on the west coast of County Clare. The Atlantic Ocean is to the north and west and the River Shan-
non to the south. Carmel Madigan grew up a stone's throw from that beach - the
sea was but 80 metres from her home. The seed for this book was sown when as
a child she explored the beaches near her with her siblings, beachcombing,
swimming, locating the living creatures and collecting seaweeds, especially
dilguk and Carragunn. Sunday's on her way long nature walks with her
mother and father. The strong winds
and high tides were at times se-
vere. Her father often had to "re-enforce
our front door on a regular basis".

With her husband and young family, Carmel returned to the beach, within Loop Head, and she renewed her
association and interaction with the
beach, through her youngest son James.
She and James explored Ross beach throughout
the four seasons. Their com-
promoting, research and enjoy-
ment became their very own bastion
in the wild world. As a country with
2600kms of coastline, I believe
we should make better use of it across
the above spectrum. I believe our National
Authorities need to assist in the educa-
tion of our coastal communities. Educa-
tion and opportunity development in this
respect needs to be delivered right to the
beach.

"Generations will come and go and Ross Beach will radically, if
quietly change both ecologically and geographically through time. Here
as with all life forms, the
only constant is change. This book
serves as a record in time and space, a
record that may be referred to as climate
change, ecological mix and physical
ocean pressures are each brought to bear
on this address at the North East Atlantic
rocky shoreline at Ross Beach, Loop-
head, Mid-Western Irish Coastline.
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above spectrum. I believe our National
Authorities need to assist in the educa-
tion of our coastal communities. Educa-
tion and opportunity development in this
respect needs to be delivered right to the
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"Generations will come and go and Ross Beach will radically, if
quietly change both ecologically and geographically through time. Here
as with all life forms, the
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serves as a record in time and space, a
record that may be referred to as climate
change, ecological mix and physical
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Mermaids - Fish or Fiction

The first recorded sightings of the mythical sea creatures known as ‘Mermaids’ - beings who are half human and half fish - date right back to early Arab sailors and the Greek Pliny in 586 AD - with reports continuing as late as the 1900’s. From our modern knowledge of marine biology, it is likely that these sightings were of marine mammals such as manatees, dugongs and the now extinct sea cow, which have paddle-shaped flippers that could resemble the famous ‘mermaid’s mirror’ and do actually appear to cradle their young as a human mother would do. The mermaids described by Christopher Columbus off the island of Haiti, in 1493 were almost certainly manatees. He wrote that they “came quite high out of the water”, but were “not as pretty as they are depicted, for somehow in the face they look like men.” The mythical Irish mermaid, or ‘Merrow’ is lovely and graceful however and teases men with her beauty. The legend says that, if a man can capture her red cap or cloak, she will forget her life as a mermaid and marry him, but will return to the sea immediately if she gets her cap or cloak back.

Superstitious Fishermen

Until the development of sophisticated fish detection equipment and modern fishing methods, getting a successful catch seemed to depend a great deal on luck. This is why fishermen have traditionally been very superstitious around having luck and keeping it. For example, some fishermen would never sail from port if they passed either a nun, a cat or a rook on their way to their boat. Others would not sail if they saw a rat come ashore from their vessel, since they assumed the rat was abandoning the boat in case it might sink. At mealtimes, it was considered bad luck to stir tea with either a knife or a fork, the teapot was not to be emptied after fishing had started, for to do so might make the boat turn over and sink, or bring bad luck. Knives were not to be crossed on the table, nor was a loaf of bread to be cut and turned upside down. Salt was considered to be particularly lucky, so fishermen were not to pass the salt (since to part with salt was to part with luck). The use of certain words at sea - such as pigs, fox, cat, hare, salmon or rabbits, the church, or anything to do with the land - was considered bad luck. To bring good luck, fishermen needed to eat fish from the head to the tail, shed a few drops of blood before a trip in an accident or a fight, or even (on Scottish boats), throw a crewman overboard and haul him back, so that the fish would follow.

Salty Sea Stories

There are many legends as to why the sea is salty. In the Philippines, the stories describe island villages that ran out of salt due to storms which prevented them sailing to a nearby island where a gentle giant had large quantities of it in a cave. Then a child suggested that the people ask the giant to stretch out his legs over the ocean to form a bridge across which the people could walk to get the salt. All was going well, until the giant put his foot into an ant hill. He called to the people to hurry with their full sacks of salt, but the people didn’t believe that such a huge man could feel the sting of the ants, and did not hurry at all. At last, the giant grew so distressed that he thrust his foot into the sea to ease the pain and all the salt fell into the water, which has made the sea salty ever since.

In Scandinavia, the story goes that a rich man persuaded his poorer brother to lend him a magical millstone that could grind out anything a person asked for. He then sailed off in a boat to grind salt for the local fishing fleets, but in his haste had forgotten to ask for the magic words that would make the mill stop grinding. His boat soon filled with salt and sank, sending the magic mill - which was still grinding out salt - to the bottom of the sea. This is why the sea is salty.
The Robin

THE ROBIN is probably the most familiar and most easily recognised garden bird. It has a striking red face and breast, with a brown back and wings, and a white belly. It can appear quite plump, especially in cold weather when it fluffs up its feathers. In the garden it can often be seen hopping along the ground and will often sit motionless close to you while you are gardening.

The female robin builds her nest in walls, hedges, sheds, trees, ivy and even tin cans, and will also use open-fronted nestboxes. The nest is made from moss, dead leaves and grass.

The robin is very territorial. This means that it does not like other robins in its area and will defend it fiercely. You are therefore unlikely to see more than one robin at a time in a small garden.

If another robin comes too near it puffs up its red breast and sings out in alarm to warn the trespasser off. When alarmed it makes a “tick” sound, which can sound like an old clock being wound up. At other times it can either sound sad or make a pretty warbling song.

Fact File

Plumage Colour: Red face and breast. Brown back and wings, with white belly.
Height: 12.5-14 cm
Diet: Worms, insects, snails and fruit.
Habitat: Gardens, hedges, parks and woodlands.
No. of eggs: 3-6

Robins, but no relation!

There are other birds known as “robins” but though some have a similar red breast, they are not related to the European Robin. Such birds include the American Robin (which is more closely related to the thrush) and the Australian red robins (more closely related to crows).
How much do you know about birds? Find out with this fun quiz. Choose one of the answers and see how many you can answer correctly.

1. Which bird lays its eggs in other birds’ nests?
   a. Wren
   b. Little Egret
   c. Cuckoo

2. Which bird is not white?
   a. Mute Swan
   b. Little Egret
   c. Bullfinch

3. Which one of these birds is the tallest?
   a. Grey Heron
   b. Curlew
   c. Puffin

4. On the Skelligs, off the coast of Co. Kerry, what birds would you most likely see:
   a. Wrens
   b. Gannets
   c. Swallows

5. What bird is connected with a clock.
   a. Crow
   b. Owl
   c. Cuckoo

6. What bird is connected to the story, The Children of Lir?
   a. Eagle
   b. Swan
   c. Robin

7. What bird’s name is also a child’s name?
   a. Gannet
   b. Robin
   c. Duck

8. Which of these birds is not a bird of prey?
   a. Blue Tit
   b. Kestrel
   c. Peregrine

9. Which bird has a red breast?
   a. Oystercatcher
   b. Puffin
   c. Robin

10. Where might you see an oystercatcher?
    a. Near the coast.
    b. In the city.
    c. In a tree.

11. The wingspan of the White-tailed Eagle is:
    a. 1 metre
    b. Over 2 metres
    c. 50 centimetres

12. Owls are more likely found in:
    a. Ruins and sheds
    b. Bird boxes
    c. Nesting in reedbeds

13. Which one of these birds has the longest beak?
    a. Puffin
    b. Swallow
    c. Curlew

14. Which one of these birds is not resident in Ireland?
    a. Penguin
    b. Starling
    c. Blackbird

15. Which one of these birds lives by a river?
    a. Kingfisher
    b. Gannet
    c. Puffin

16. Where does a bird lay its eggs?
    a. In a nest
    b. In an egg box
    c. In a hospital

17. To which family of birds does the magpie belong?
    a. Crow
    b. Wren
    c. Starling

18. Which of these birds has webbed feet?
    a. Blue Tit
    b. Bullfinch
    c. Duck

19. Which one of these birds does not have blue feathers?
    a. Puffin
    b. Kingfisher
    c. Blue Tit

20. When swallows return to Ireland in the spring, where do they come from?
    a. North America
    b. South America
    c. Africa

Answers on page 30.
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Sherkin Island Marine Station PUBLICATIONS
The Ballyrunners Programme has proved to be very successful and Gaisce are delighted that their award programme is being utilised and is part of the core framework of The Ballyrunners Programme.
From

THE Geological Survey of Ireland (GSI), which is part of the Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources (DCENR), has a long and happy history of fruitful collaboration with Matt and the team at the Sherkin Island Marine Station.

In 2008 GSI cooperated with the Sherkin team on the production of an A-Z Guide to Geology. It is primarily aimed at children in the 11-14 age bracket. However, this simple, well-illustrated 30 page guide has also proved to be of interest to primary school teachers, secondary school geography teachers and the wider general public. The work was largely organised by Susan Murphy Wickens on the Sherkin side and Enda Gallagher, then Marketing Manager for GSI, but relied on assistance and input from a wider team in Dublin and Sherkin and benefited from sponsorship of printing costs by An Post and PharmaChemical Ireland. Since its launch it has proved a consistent best-seller on GSI’s online shop.

The book aims to illustrate in a simple way the importance of geology in our everyday lives. It took just one geology topic for each letter of the alphabet and produced straightforward text that is illustrated by good quality photos, illustrations and cartoons. So, D is for Diamonds, G is for Gold, O is for Oil, J is for Jurassic (age of the dinosaurs), V is for Volcanoes and so on.

Lots of interesting topics are covered and many of them are things we might never associate with geology at all!

Fast forward to 2013 and GSI’s parent department DCENR were lucky enough to engage the services of a new Irish language officer, Tomás Ó Maonaile and his trusty assistant Neil Ó Conchubhair. In discussing how GSI could utilise their new language officer, Tomás had in mind the wider general public. The work was matched with Susan’s desk-top publishing and graphic skills a new publication is now ready. Dubbed An Gheolaíocht Ó Bhun go Barr (Geology from top to bottom) it could not be A to Z as there is no Z in Irish! However any loss of alphabet is more than made up for in the excellent content. The new booklet is scheduled to be launched shortly by Minister Joe McHugh TD, who appropriately enough has responsibility for both Natural Resources, including GSI, and the Gaeltacht.

A copy will be sent to every Gaelscoil in the country over the coming months, while additional copies are available online from gsi.ie and sherkin-marine.ie at the very reasonable price of €5.

Tá stair fhada shábháilte ag Stair Sábháilteachta Geo-laoichta na hÉireann (SGÉ), a feidhmion mar chuid den Roinn Cumárasáide, Fion-néamh agus Acmhainní Nádúrtha le Matt agus an Gheolaíocht in Stíúsún Mhára Inis Arcáin.


Is iad Susan Murphy Wickens agus Enda Gallagher, Bainsteoir Margaloicste san Arcáin agus Tomás Ó Maonaile, Saoráite Oifigeach Roinn Sinsearach Arcáin, a d’éirigh leis an leabhar seo.

"Bolcáin" agus mar sin de. An leabhar seo d’irithi d’earnaithe aon Údailíocht ar choinne go bhfuil an litir “Z” le fáil sa Gaeilge! Is cuma faoin gcailiúint a bhéasachadh go bhfuil anúth a bhfuil ina náisiúntacht de gnáthshaoil na ndaoine a bhí ann i bPoblachtán na hÉireann.

An gheolaíocht is i bhfadh a bheith aon Údailíocht don phobal, ach ní fuair an Gheolaíocht agus an Gáilteacht aon Údailíocht go bhfuil an litir “Z” le fáil sa Gaeilge!

Tá stíl fhada shábháilte agus is i bhfadh a bheith aon Údailíocht don phobal, ach ní fuair an Gheolaíocht agus an Gáilteacht aon Údailíocht go bhfuil an litir “Z” le fáil sa Gaeilge!

Beidh cóip íosúid a theachtaigh an leabhar seo do chuid na páirceanna a bhí ann, do chuid na páirceanna a bhí ann, do cheart a n-eithreadh ar an leabhar seo. Tá an leabhar seo go bhfuil anúth aon Údailíocht don phobal, ach ní fuair an Gheolaíocht agus an Gáilteacht aon Údailíocht go bhfuil an litir “Z” le fáil sa Gaeilge!
Impact of climate change on aquatic contamination

By Mike Ludwig

ONE of the least understood but potentially serious problems created by Global Climate Change is the impact the anticipated changes will have on contamination that now lie on or just beneath the surface. Could climate change-related storms, flooding, or other events compromise existing engineering and/or institutional controls and cause releases of contamination? The traditional design of contamination site remediation affords them protection from historical and predicted environmental conditions. Unfortunately, those engineered solutions may not account for future conditions created by Global Climate Change. While all contamination deposits are concerns, those located beneath the waters of our rivers, lakes, and estuaries or adjacent to those waterbodies are the more immediate concern.

The waterways of catchment or drainage areas have evolved by moving the precipitation that falls within them in a way that responds to the amount of water moving through them at any instant. All rainfall events induce erosion. But, it is during larger runoff events that waterways can be heavily eroded as water surges through the system in response to gravity and erosion of unstable embankments becomes a serious concern. While escalating rainfall in some areas had been predicted by the earliest modeling of Global Climate Change and rainfalls exceeding 2 inches were becoming more common, the passage of tropical storms Irene and Lee in the late summer and early fall of 2011 were an unexpected verification of the model outputs. During their passage through the Pennsylvania, New York and the New England states these two storms deposited more than twenty-one inches of rain. That unprecedented rainfall caused massive erosion of the infrastructure. Along the Hudson River, between Albany and New York City roads, rail lines and entire communities were swept away by the floods and more than fifty waste treatment plants were either flooded or forced to simply discharge the water flowing to the plants.

Changes in sea level will generally distance waves and strong currents farther offshore (deeper water) and thus may have a beneficial impact on contamination embedded there. However, for the majority of the repositories along or near a waterway, the more frequent, stronger storms with their increasingly unparalleled rainfall amounts pose distinct pollution management problems. Curiously, sites experiencing fewer but more intense and increased rainfall events have similar issues. Old pollution management methodologies may be becoming inappropriate. Whether the increases in erosion is water or wind driven, the consequences are more erosion and dispersion of contaminated sediments. Dispersion makes clean ups more complicated and expensive. The predicted consequences of climate change; sea level rise, increased rainfall, more severe storm events in general, the landward encroachment of larger storm surges, and the associated flooding, represent a disturbing array of challenges to our way of managing pollution that could affect our way of life.

Additionally, while some countries have established procedures to rein in and correct pollution even though the efforts and costs have been significant, others have not been as active. Unfortunately, not all countries have the political or economic ability to address their existing social condition let alone those pending from Global Climate Change. Management of hazardous waste sites under the environmental conditions currently being projected by climate scientists present a broad and diverse assortment of challenges and those challenges are often overlooked in the need to address more visible and pressing societal and infrastructure needs.

Although pollution problems are present wherever life exists, the problems associated with remobilization of contaminated sediments in flowing waterways and estuarine mixing zones are of particular concern. These areas represent the interface where land and sea resources mix and where many organisms have come to rely. For instance, on average, more than 50 percent of our harvested marine species use estuaries (coastal mixing zones) to facilitate their reproduction and successful early life stage development. It is important to note that these estuarine waters are where aquatic life is concentrated where our pollution is headed. We have been watching the consequences of increasing flow in waterways due to urbanization and the loss of natural surfaces to absorb rainwater, the flows from storms Irene and Lee caused a need to look at the nation’s waterways that contain heavy concentration of polluted materials. A look at the Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB) concentrations in the upper Hudson relieved reviewers as the deposits were upstream of the heavy rains. Unfortunately, the contaminated sediments in parts of New York

Hudson River at West Point, New York, USA.

Harbor received the full impact of massive flows and the associated erosion. Some of these deposits were dispersed.

While it is inappropriate to report that improved cleanup actions were spurred on by the storms of 2011, it can be reported that great strides have been made in advancing cleanups of several heavily polluted waterways within the Hudson/Raritan River Catchment area. Without these pollution cleanups the cost of maintaining the Port of New York and New Jersey as the third most heavily used port in the US could become a serious economic burden. How are your ports dealing with old pollution problems in the light of new climatic conditions?

Mike Ludwig, Ocean and Coastal Consultants, Inc., 35 Corporate Drive, Suite 1200, Trumbull, CT 06611, USA. www.ocean-coastal.com